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18

Key Term, first sentence:
An acronym that stands for completely
automated public Turing test and refers to a
type of challenge-response test used to
determine whether the user is a human rather
than an automated process.
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Allow New Comments on This Post

Figure caption 70:
Enable or Disable Comments for this Post
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Configure a Mail-to-Blogger Address

Figure caption 18:
Enable or Disable Comments for This Post
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An acronym that stands for completely automated
public Turing test to tell computers and
humans apart and refers to a type of challengeresponse test used to determine whether the user
is a human rather than an automated process.

Figure caption 3:
Configure a Mail-to-Blog Address
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Correction

Allow New Comments on this Post

Callout line for Step 1 should extend to the
following line of code:
<style type="text/css" media="screen">

203

Top of the page, first full paragraph, second
sentence:
These features are broken into several
categories: Analyze, Publicize, Optimize, and
Monetize.

These features are broken into several categories:
Analyze, Publicize, Optimize, Monetize, and
Troubleshootizing.

This errata sheet is intended to provide updated technical information. Spelling and grammar misprints
are updated during the reprint process, but are not listed on this errata sheet.

